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Don't let your care go unnoticed. Follow these

simple strategies and watch your ability to have

influence with those you lead dramatically rise. 



Why Give a
CRAP?

We all want to make a difference in the lives of those we lead but

sometimes we are too darn focused on getting stuff done, we forget to

let them know that we care. This creates a lack of appreciation and is

the LEADING CAUSE as to why people leave their jobs.  Our employees

want to belong and they want to know that you care about them. 

 When care is shown people will do more for you, they will be happier,

and they'll stick around longer.  

Praise

Celebration

Recognition

Appreciation

CRAP stands
for:



Acknowledge
Them

As soon as you notice

something, say something

The first step to giving a CRAP is to

privately or publically acknowledge

what they have done.  Perhaps

they've begun a new project and 

Write a note

Send an email

Create a social
post

Put something
in the
newsletter

Mention it in a
company
meeting

#1

 worked beyond their shift

yesterday.  Take some time today to

write a note, to send them an email,

or to otherwise let them know that

their efforts have not gone

unnoticed.  The key is to give a

CRAP immediately after good work.



Do Something
Different

Throw a party

Order a food
truck

Bring in
entertainment

Celebrate

Buy a cake

#2

Break up the daily grind by

mixing up the day 

Some people may not like to be

publically celebrated.  However,

every team likes to celebrate.  So,

disrupt the mindless routine of work

 by doing something big and public.  

Have a party, bring in lunch, buy a

cake or anything else that breaks up

the work.  While this can be done

spontaneously, this way of giving a

CRAP is best used when there has

been a significant achievement.



Give Them
Something

Front parking
spot

Company gear

Time off

Certificate or
plaque

Personalized
gift

#3

Gifts are not just for the

holidays, they can do much

good throughout the year

When you take the time to think

about your employee and customize

a gift for that person, you show them

that they matter to you.  Whether it

be some company gear or an

engraved plaque, gift-giving is one

of the oldest ways of showing

appreciation.   Keep in mind that

some of the best gifts cost nothing

at all.  



Spend Some
$$$

Give them a
raise

Get a gift card

Buy them
coffee

Take them to
lunch

Purchase
movie tickets

#4

Nothing speaks louder than

the greenback

You probably have budget for

marketing, a budget for staples, and

a budget for travel expenses, but do

you have a CRAP budget?  Money 

talks and if you want to show

someone you really care, spend a

little money on them.  Honestly, it

doesn't have to be much ($10 on an

Amazon gift card can suffice), but

they will thank you for taking the

time and making the sacrifice. 



Help Them
Rise

Ask for their
input

Send them to a
conference

Get training for
them

Assign a mentor

Buy a book

#5

The number one

responsibility of a leader is

to develop other leaders

Sure gifts and cards can go a long

ways, but what can truly make a

difference is your intentional efforts

to help your employees grow.  If

someone is showing great work,

they've created strong results, or

they solved a difficult problem,

multiply that by helping them

develop their skills and expand their

strengths.



When can you
give a CRAP?

Don't make excuses, you do have time in your day.  Giving a CRAP just

has not made it to the top of your priority list and that is why 66% of our

workforce say they've received no appreciation in the last 12 months. 

 Open your calendar, pick a day and create a repeating weekly 1-hour

AA meeting, where the only thing you do it give a CRAP. 

Appreciation

Appointment

for:
AA stands 



Learn more
Jason Hunt makes it easier for people to like and follow their leader.  He

customizes people-centric leadership to the needs of your

organization, delivering training and speaking in a highly engaging and

relevant way.   Connect with him on social media or reach out via the

contact information below:

Jason A Hunt
jason@influencingforimpact.com
www.influencingforimpact.com

507.363.3842
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